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Appendix B - Workshop #1 Online Platform Comments
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Social-Pinpoint Response Rates: 
After Workshop 1, the Social-Pinpoint webpage was open for engagement from November 16, 2021 to December 16, 2021. During 
this period, 35 people interacted with the engagement surveys (i.e added comments and/or answered survey questions) and are 
considered to be ‘Unique Stakeholders’. The average time spent viewing and interacting with the site was 1:20 minutes. Response 
rates for the individual surveys are provided under each survey topic provided below.  

Table 1: Open Comments 

Out of the 35 Unique Stakeholders that interacted with the project site, 7 provided comments on the El Camino Real Specific Plan 
Forum - Open Comment page, resulting in an engagement rate of 20%. 

Comment # Comment 

1 I am sorry i was unable to attend the meeting due to a Rotary conflict bit would be happy to be on a 
smaller committee. I have been a frequent visitor and member of this community since 1970 

2 Do NOT reduce the number of lanes and do NOT reduce the lane width to 10 ft from 12 ft. The Mayor 
created a mess on Willowspring with too narrow lanes and a bike lane as wide as the vehicle lane and no 
bikes at all use the new bike lane because vehicles swerve into it. ECR is a commercial corridor and also 
the main street to go through to the rest of North County and traffic flow must remain as is. Do NOT 
remove any parking spaces. Stop screwing around with Encinitas! 

3 My vision as a long time Resident ( over 57 years/ family over 100 years) is to keep El Camino Clean, Safe, 
Simple . Shopping Center Owners should be responsible for the up-keep and be held responsible! not 
my tax dollars. KEEP the El Camino Real safe for ALL residents, that means no bike lanes, free of debris, 
free from pot holes, free from visual obstructions, free of tight spaces. KEEP The road SAFE!!! 

4 As a commercial corridor, bikes should be diverted - not encouraged - between Leucadia Blvd and 
Encinitas Blvd.  See the Coastal Corridor plan - maybe a designated path, off the main roadway and away 
from shopping center driveways?  I can understand cycling on El Camino Real south of Encinitas Blvd or 
North of Leucadia Blvd…but in such a densely populated space of “entrances and exits” to shopping 
centers, bikes don’t belong on that stretch of the road. 
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Comment # Comment 

5 As a commercial corridor, biking should be encouraged on residential streets/side paths…not in the flow 
of traffic with so many continual entrances to commercial spaces!  It’s understandable to cycle along El 
Camino Real north of Leucadia Blvd. or south of Encinitas Blvd…but in the area we’re discussing, bikes 
should be diverted - maybe a planned path/setback like the Coastal Corridor project? 

6 Nowhere in the Mobility portion of your plan are the needs of the disabled addressed. Many disabled 
people (far more than bike riders) travel this corridor every day. perhaps they need a designated lane as is 
proposed for the far fewer bike riders. The Encinitas ableist planners should include ADA 
requirements and also the needs of the aging and the disabled population. These same ableist 
planners redid the 101 near the beach and included only ONE disabled parking spot? Survey the over 
50s! 

7 Hello, I am Ann in Old Encinitas. Re zoom mtg.. To hear your presenters Talking about parking lots not be 
maximized and open parking spots gave me the chills. Nothings worse than going to a parking lot when 
you go down to El Camino to go to the stores and there’s no place to park, that would make me not want 
to shop there anymore. Re: Bike situation I know you’re pushing biking and walking but if I’m 
going grocery shopping or to TJ Max I’m not carrying groceries home on a bike or backpack. 
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Table 2: Visioning Comments 

Out of the 35 Unique Stakeholders that interacted with the project site, 5 provided comments on the Vision, resulting in an engagement 
rate of 14.2%. 

Comment 
# 

Visioning Questions 

How do you want the corridor 
to look and feel 20 years from 
now? 

What do you like about the corridor 
and want to maintain? 

What can be improved along 
the corridor? 

1 Less pavement, more trees.  Less 
traffic, more alternative 
transportation.  Better looking 
buildings.  Fewer cars. Green 
space and access between 
shopping centers. 

There is a large variety of shopping.  
Maybe too much.  Who needs the same 
mattress store across the street from 
itself?  We could do with a lot less retail 
and a lot fewer dentists in this corridor. 

 

2  Need more auto lanes 
Need present and increased retail, and 
ease of access and parking 
Need enforcement of bicycle laws 
Do NOT want or need outsiders who do 
not live here imposing urban formulas 
and ideology; Fire the consultants, as 
they have done a very poor job of 
understanding or communicating and 
are just selling nostrums 

 

3 More mixed-zoning, rooftop 
gardens, underground parking, 
electric car chargers, completely 
separate, safe bike lanes, bike 
racks, green space, bike rentals, 
dedicated bus lane, more 

I want the two businesses I love on the 
corridor to be able to stay in business. I 
want the other handful of adjacent 
businesses I like around ECR to stay in 
business, too. The worst-case scenario I 
can imagine is that some developer 
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Comment 
# 

Visioning Questions 

How do you want the corridor 
to look and feel 20 years from 
now? 

What do you like about the corridor 
and want to maintain? 

What can be improved along 
the corridor? 

independent repair and 
craftsperson shops, language 
schools, a thriving, diverse 
community of people. 

buys up the properties and continues 
the legacy of the slow takeover of 
Encinitas and South Carlsbad by mega 
corporations- Sephora, Lululemon, Gap, 
Walmart. It'll be beautiful and only for 
the mega-wealthy. We need better 
zoning laws to protect neighborhoods... 

4  ...We need zoning laws to keep grocery 
stores, independent repair shops, and 
small businesses like sewing schools, 
cobblers, and small restaurants. We 
need laws to prevent developers and 
landlords from raking in profits from big 
brands while our mom & pop shops, 
schools, and grocery stores continue to 
close. One of my favorite parts of 
Encinitas has always been the mom & 
pop stores. They will be chased out 
unless we protect them. 

More frequent 309 bus trips. 
Dedicated bus lane. More green 
space. Rooftop gardens. City-
funded bike rental. Mixed zoning. 
Completely separate bike lane. 
Underground parking. Electric 
chargers. More repair shops (not 
just bike repair. shoe repair, 
clothing repair, zero waste fabric 
upcycling/downcycling/sewing 
classes). Less corporate shops. 
More community gardens. Prettier 
buildings. Better outdoor dining. 
Public restrooms. More kid's 
parks. More language schools. 
More arts schools.  

5   Pedestrian and bicycle conditions. 
It's abysmal as-is. 
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Table 3: Land Use Comments 

Out of the 35 Unique Stakeholders that interacted with the project site, 20 provided comments on Land Use, resulting in an 
engagement rate of 57.1%. 

Comment # 

Land Use Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? What types of uses are missing? 

Where would these missing uses 
go? 

1 The park-like setbacks and trees in 
middle of the street 

More outdoor patio fine dining Reconfigure buildings to allow for 
covered outdoor restaurant patios 
with heat lamps, etc… 

2 Not a darn thing, I avoid it at al 
costs.  The only decent part of El 
camino Real is when it turns into 
Manchester and meets the lagoon.  
The rest is junk or the only close 
place I am forced to shop. 

Open space and parks Anywhere you can shoehorn it in.  
There isn't much left that isn't 
paved or built on. 

3 That it is relatively spread out. "The 
way, the road, the pathe , the 
Journey" 

* well paved road./ marked lanes 
* well marked crosswalks 
* benches for the bus riders 
*low drought/ low water plants in 
divders. That don't block driver 
views. 

self explained above 

4 I like the improvements in the 
Ralphs shopping center 

A park behind the Sheriff’s Station. In the open space behind the 
Sheriff Station 

5  Cafe style outdoor seating; 
Free or low cost shuttle along ECR 

Some parking lot space 
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Comment # 

Land Use Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? What types of uses are missing? 

Where would these missing uses 
go? 

corridor and Coast Hwy, from 
Leucadia Blvd to Encinitas Blvd 

6 The walking and biking/e-biking 
accessibility to residents in the 
surrounding area 

Allow for more plazas, outdoor 
shopping, dinning and seating 
areas.  
Nobody that lives in Encinitas is 
requesting additional housing or 
increased density. I understand that 
the city of Encinitas benefits from 
increased density and commercial 
spaces, but there is little upside to 
existing residents. There are 
sufficient parks and recreational 
facilities within each surrounding 
neighborhood of ECR: parks, pools, 
tennis courts, play grounds, soccer 
fields, base fields, etc. 

A decent example is the plaza 
where Craftsment is located. This is 
also the location of where 
Octoberfest is held. I don't know 
how you would implement these 
types of plazas, given that they 
would be located on private 
property. 

7 Plenty of land to change things. Walkable and bicycle access. Remove a lane in both directions 
and add jersey barriers to separate 
out bicycle traffic from autos. 

8  Mixed use development for 
additional housing; 

Could some of the existing retail be 
converted to mixed use, like with 
apartments above? 

9 the whole strip is patently awful. i, 
as a nearing middle-aged parent 

it's pretty difficult to get to without 
a car. the 309 and 304 busses need 

remodel the existing infrastructure 
and put rent-controlled apartments 
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Comment # 

Land Use Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? What types of uses are missing? 

Where would these missing uses 
go? 

with a young child would never go 
there if i didn't have to. 
unfortunately, two restaurants i love 
are on el camino real, as are both 
the dance studios my kid attends. 

to run more consistently. there 
needs to be safe walking, public, 
and biking transit. there is no 
sidewalk near the church, east of 
the storage center, on encinitas 
blvd, so if you missed the 309 bus 
and you're trying to get your kid 
from swimming to dance and you 
have to walk up el camino real then 
you'd better like getting cozy with 
cars with a young child in tow. 
there's also a general dearth of 
mixed-use and low-income housing 
in encinitas. el camino real is an 
eyesore and could be improved 
with apartments near or on top of 
buildings. 

on top of all the ugly buildings on 
ECR. build bike lanes and have the 
309 bus run more consistently 
through there. 

10 Being able to park easily and shop 
for many of our household needs 
including groceries and other items. 

Nicer dining opportunities, Much of 
architecture could be updated.  
Add trees to parking lots without 
loosing parking stall.  
Housing as in a mixed use 
development has not been 
successful for many projects 
throughout southern California.  

Updated shopping centers.  
Keep residential uses separate from 
retail commercial properties.  
Avoid parking structures and below 
grade parking. 
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Comment # 

Land Use Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? What types of uses are missing? 

Where would these missing uses 
go? 

Prime example is the Whole Foods 
not surviving on the 101. 

11 Convenient shopping It is too much traffic and is an 
unpleasant area to be in. 
Pedestrians and bicyclists are in 
danger. 

 

12 The retail blocks set back from the 
street 

Like the retail area near UCSD, the 
ability to have affordable housing 
above retail shops makes sense. 

Added not taken away 

13 The Forum and trails off the road. 
Preservation of some open space 
and areas of road landscaping 

Mixed use residential  
Better pedestrian connectivity 
Gathering spaces that connect the 
uses and encourage walkability 

Use the surface parking lots to 
accommodate higher density mixed 
use residential over parking with 
plazas, trails and pedestrian/bike/e 
bike connections the entire 
length…get the cars out of the way 

14 The variety of businesses in one 
centralized location. 

Something for teens to do (roller 
rink, bowling alley, etc). Is a theater 
coming to the empty space near 
Target? A plaza or space for a 
farmers market. 

Empty Staples building (that used 
to be a movie theater) or any vacant 
large space. 

15 Good question A sense of place 
Higher density residential uses 
Encinitas creek 

Under utilized commercial strips 
and parking lots 
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Comment # 

Land Use Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? What types of uses are missing? 

Where would these missing uses 
go? 

Over capacity roadways; LOS is now 
just a bad memory 

16 Variety of retail and parking 
available, with enough lanes for 
traffic 

Need more traffic lanes, not less eliminate center landscaping 

17 It's pretty universally terrible Residential In all the ridiculously large parking 
lots. 

18 Variety of businesses - commercial 
and retail, big and small 

RESTAURANTS! More small and 
eclectic business. More options for 
active seniors- our population is 
aging so live/walk spaces will be 
important. Close to services like 
doctors, grocery, etc. 

Providing more housing around the 
corridor, particularly for active 
seniors. Also need more easy 
parking as we add businesses. I love 
the idea of parking behind the 
businesses with the business front 
and center. 

19 I can't think of any... More areas to walk & ride bikes, 
safely. 

Would need to re-do the layout of 
El Camino Real & the sidewalks. 

20 ECR Corridor provides convenient 
location for medical services, 
shopping, postal services and 
favorite takeout restaurant choices 

ECR Corridor provides the best 
location for affordable housing (AH) 
because it holds the majority of 
Encinitas employment 
opportunities. To provide a 
meaningful amount of AH where 
the majority of Encinitans work is 
essential to address our AH crisis. I 

My vision of where AH could be 
placed would be where the old 
Staples and Office Depot retail 
locations exist that are now vacant. I 
also believe SOUTH of Encinitas 
BLVD along the east wide of 
Manchester is worth evaluating. 
Would like to see shuttle services 
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Comment # 

Land Use Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? What types of uses are missing? 

Where would these missing uses 
go? 

strongly recommend that the our 
ECR Corridor Specific Plan task 
force present attractive visuals of 
the types of affordable housing 
communities that could be built that 
include increased walkability and 
transport along the corridor that 
may include shuttles. 

and improved pedestrian routes 
along ECR Corridor for existing 
visitors and future residents when 
affordable housing community is 
built. 
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Table 4: Urban Design Comments 

Out of the 35 Unique Stakeholders that interacted with the project site, 19 provided comments on Urban Design, resulting in an 
engagement rate of 54.3%. 

Comment # 

Urban Design Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? 

What types of uses are missing? Where would these missing uses 
go? 

1 canopies of trees, great shopping 
selection of stores 

More planters, green landscape, 
outdoor fire pits with seating, 
meandering foot paths with upscale 
landscape lighting (night sky friendly - 
less “post lamps” with harsh LED 
lighting, and more low-voltage 
landscape lighting would be 
GREAT!!!) 

Integrate it into new buildings, but 
not obviously (see northwest corner 
of Coast Highway 101 and Encinitas 
Blvd, above Cali Creamery) 

2 Some have a variety,  
lots of parking 

well lit, clean, free of homeless 
people, safe. 

YOU can not. This is shopping 
district, living areas would only 
increase the noise, and mess. 

3 I like how the Ralphs Shopping Center 
added some outdoor sitting spaces 

I would love if it were easier to walk 
between shopping centers.  Any type 
of open spaces would help. 

I don’t want the area to get too 
crowded as this road is already 
overcrowded with cars that use this 
corridor. 

4 Outdoor open feel. We live in SoCal, it 
is beautiful outside. Use the outdoor 
space. 

Think One Paseo Shopping Plaza in 
Delmar. 

Encinitas residents have no interest 
in integrating housing into the ECR 
corridor. I'm failing to understand 
your agenda in forcing increased 
density and housing into a 
community that doesn't want it. If 
you can't afford to live in Encinitas, 
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Comment # 

Urban Design Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? 

What types of uses are missing? Where would these missing uses 
go? 

start looking in East County. All of 
the new housing that is being built in 
Encinitas is NOT low income and is 
NOT affordable, stop trying to make 
it seem otherwise. Perhaps you may 
want to think of purchasing some 
property in East Count and naming it 
East Encinitas, where you have room 
to construct Townhomes and 
Condominiums. 

5 The stores have the stuff I need. parking garages, and pedestrian 
plazas.  Also office space, and 
residential space. The whole state is 
short of housing that is affordable. 
And with our crappy transportation 
system, you MUST own a car/truck to 
get to work. A bicycle won't cut it 
even though we have 350 days of rain 
free perfect weather to ride. 

Add apartments/condos to the 
shopping centers. And Parks where 
the kids who live in that housing can 
play. But don't build this all as 
separate blocks. Shop owners should 
be able to see into the play space as 
well as residents. The more eyes on 
the common area the safer and more 
used it will be. For pete's sake, this 
stuff has been studied since the '60's. 

6 I like that they're there - it's very 
convenient and one of the things I love 
about living here, everything is only a 
10-minute drive. I like that it's easy to 
find a place to park. I like that in the 
Camino Real Shopping Center, the 

More connections between shopping 
centers would be great. Upper floor 
stepbacks definitely feel more 
welcoming. I'd love to see more 
parklets and/or plazas, if they could 

What's up with the buildings and 
parking lot behind the Sheriff's 
station on Via Molena? That seems 
like one great place to put some 
high-density housing. 
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Comment # 

Urban Design Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? 

What types of uses are missing? Where would these missing uses 
go? 

businesses on the Camino Real side of 
Sprouts are set back, so it's not just a 
big block of buildings. 

be screened enough from the traffic 
noise. More trees for sure. 

7 two businesses on the actual strip of 
ECR out of however many there are. 

prettier buildings, more repair stores 
(cobblers, tailors, electronics repair), 
more second hand stores (since 
double take had to move from 
downtown encinitas and be replaced 
by the awful tourist shop). pretty 
outside dining (not in a parking lot), 
lots of bike racks, green space. 

build it on top of existing buildings. 
built it in the parking lots. 

8 Not much - the buildings are mostly 
ugly, all have seperate driveways.  You 
can't get from one property to another 
without going back out on to heavily 
congested El Camino Real. 

Some updating and continuity in 
design and setback from the street.  
Access from one property to another 
by walking or biking.  More trees .  
Less trafffic and pavement.  
Restaurants that have outdoor seating 
are very unappealing.  Who wants to 
sit next to 6 lanes of traffic while they 
are trying to eat? 

I guess you could tear down some of 
the ugly unused commercial 
buildings and replace them with 
housing units.  However, this just 
means more and more cars on the 
already noisy congested road.  
You're trying to cram more people 
and cars into an already 
overpopulated area.  No more cars 
are needed on this street! 

9 Not much. Specifically: they are car-
centric. You can't walk from one to 
another without getting in your car. 
But let me offer the big picture and not 
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Comment # 

Urban Design Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? 

What types of uses are missing? Where would these missing uses 
go? 

get mired in details.  
1. Re-design El Camino Real. I will 
describe one side of the road and the 
other side will be a mirror image. 
Starting at the median, have one lane 
for cars to go fast. Then, moving to the 
curb, a hard separator with pass 
throughs to a second lane which is 
limited to 25mph. This is how you 
access businesses along the route. We 
now have a set of lanes for high speed 
and no way to get off. For ideas on 
what this looks like, check out HWY 
101 through Montecito. The separator 
between the two lanes can be 
landscaped. This was also done in Del 
Mar. The bottom line: design the road 
for specific purpose rather than a catch 
all that serves little of any. 
2. The shopping centers should be like 
the photo you have above. Where is 
that? Only one car in the photo. Put all 
the parking at the exterior and make 
the interior for people, shopping, 
dining. No cars. This will also reduce 
heat island effect, runoff, and a bunch 
of other life-quality services. Cover all 
parking lots with trees and solar panels 
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Comment # 

Urban Design Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? 

What types of uses are missing? Where would these missing uses 
go? 

(properly designed of course). 
3. All the shopping areas should be 
designed for walking rather than 
driving. They should all interconnect 
with pleasant walkways. Open up the 
fenced off "protected habitat" so 
people can enjoy it rather than throw 
trash in there you can't clean up. 
People are far more likely to take care 
of things they have access to. Make it 
into a park. 

10 When they are all occupied Use the Del Mar Heights template Above the Shorter retail shops 

11 Variety of retail types. You can find 
anything. Easy accessibility. 

Much more pedestrian and bike 
friendly. Less emphasis on surface 
parking. Find places for parking 
nodes, then consider how  to move 
people in various ways. Walnut Creek 
offers a free shuttle to move people 
from one end of the shopping district 
to the other while encouraging 
walking. 

A mix of housing types. Condos over 
retail. Some townhomes. Affordable 
housing with reputable operators. 

12 Good question, disappointing at best Reintegrate Encinitas Creek into the 
El Camino right of way 
Create walkable, xeri-scaped spaces 

Form-based rezoning 
Remove parking requirements 
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Comment # 

Urban Design Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? 

What types of uses are missing? Where would these missing uses 
go? 

13 Variety of types or retail and suitable 
buildings, available parking 

They're fine now. Do not reduce 
variety of property owner rights or 
economics 

perhaps in a very few spots, and only 
if no economic harm to property 
owners or reduction of available 
retail parking and access , may have 
a few upper level apartments 
None of the "outdoor experiences" 
or "designs" or "parking" or 
"massing" are preferred: they all are 
not wanted and would reduce the 
utility and access of retail and traffic. 
Do not impose urban theories on a 
suburban neighborhood. We live 
here because we do not want to live 
in a urban environment, and do not 
want outside strangers who do not 
even live here imposing any of their 
nostrums. The consultants ignorance 
and ideology was objectionable 
during the meeting. 

14 Convenience of accessing various 
destinations 

Less parking lot space. It's really out 
of date. Also, more public space. 

In the parking lots. On top of the 
stores. Is this really a question? 

15 Easy to park and access from ECR. Ability to park and then walk and have 
good outdoor common areas. Parking 
in back. Walkable lifestyle centers, but 

Provide services nearby so people 
can walk if they want to. 
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Comment # 

Urban Design Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? 

What types of uses are missing? Where would these missing uses 
go? 

getting here people need to be able 
to drive. 

16 There is a lot of shopping in the area 
which is convenient. 

Rooftop terraces, more paths for 
walking to and from things vs driving. 

 

17 The Ralphs/TJs shopping center was 
re-designed nicely (the new, consistent 
facade looks good) with some new 
seating outside the veterinarian & hair 
salon. 

It would be nice to have some centers 
where the parking isn't the main 
feature. I understand that's difficult, 
but if we had more a walk/bike-
friendly area, then there might be 
fewer cars needing to park. 

No clue. 

18 The new Ralph's/TJs center is headed 
in the right direction: updated facades, 
design; public 
space/seating/gathering areas; 
plantings breaking-up parking lot 
expanses and including peds walks. 
Other ECR centers/malls are an an 
unappealing hotch potch mix of styles, 
tastes, purposes, design, etc. on the 
verge of developing into another 
blighted commercial/retail boulevard 
typical of larger/older urban areas. 
How do customers get from their 
vehicles to the actual store?  Peds 
walks throughout the parking lot - 

The Ralph's center is again headed in 
the right direction.  Again, it has 
public space, vegetation, parking lot 
walkways. 
The photos above all have appealing 
elements that would improve the 
appeal of ECR retail/Commercial 
area.   
Placing the buildings out front at 
street's edge provides an attractive 
facade and product display options. 
This also conceals the relatively 
unattractive parking areas. 

Do so carefully.  This is a 
controversial, hot-button topic.  
Addition of some mixed use could 
be a successful strategy. It will be 
more important as we move to the 
future.  Exacerbating the already 
heavy use of ECR is an issue. 
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Comment # 

Urban Design Questions 

What are the best parts of El 
Camino Real? 

What types of uses are missing? Where would these missing uses 
go? 

coupled with gathering spaces. . .  to 
enjoy those food items procured from 
the shops. 

19 The existing ones? I like very little. 
They are hard to find, everything looks 
the same, they are hard to walk to. 

Good urban design includes 
greenspace between buildings, 
gathering spaces, wayfinding, 
continuity with out conflict, defensible 
spaces, hubs and spokes of gathering 
and circulation and complete streets. 
I'd like to see ECR evolve into this 
kind of urban space. 

I'd love to see us integrate multiple 
use. Retail below residential, retail 
and restaurant nodes separate from  
housing nodes but connected by 
pathways. 
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Urban Design Priority Rankings 

The online platform gave community members the chance to rank urban design elements by what they think should be the highest to 
lowest priority for the City for the El Camino Real corridor. Out of the 35 Unique Stakeholders that interacted with the project site, 10 
interacted with the Urban Design Priority Rankings, resulting in an engagement rate of 28.6%. The following urban design charts show 
the total number of responses community members have chosen for the following urban design elements as Priority #1, #2, or #3. 
Priority #1 indicates their top priority, Priority #2 is their second, and Priority 3 is the lowest priority of the three urban design elements. 

Urban Design Chart 1 – Outdoor Areas Ranked 
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Urban Design Chart 2 – Pedestrian Design Ranked 
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Urban Design Chart 3 – Building Form & Massing Ranked 
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Urban Design Chart 4 – Activation of Parking Areas Ranked 
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Table 5:  Mobility Comments 

Out of the 35 Unique Stakeholders that interacted with the project site, 24 provided comments on Mobility, resulting in an engagement 
rate of 68.8%. 

Comment # 

Mobility Questions 

How do you prefer to move about 
the corridor? 

Which transportation modes need 
to be improved or expanded? Where do you feel unsafe? Why? 

1  Drive Bike Lanes Traffic lights are not synchronized 
causing backups and people making 
unsafe turns into shopping centers. 
Fix the traffic lights. 

2  Drive own car.  Walk Auto - better flow 
Bike - better bike lanes that are NOT 
part of the roadway (see current 
Coastal Corridor project for example 
- Cardiff, Solana Beach)  
        - *****Curbed LANDSCAPE for 
barriers between bike lanes and 
traffic (aesthetic!!) - NOT wonky 
plastic dividers or ugly stripes!!!!! 
        - PLEASE reconsider using 
green paint - it is SO unsightly!!!!  
Degrades the town!  Bike symbols 
and designated paths with curbed  
landscape are effective and keeps 
our town in line with an aesthetic 
similar to the Coastal Corridor - will 
be much more desirable for 
residents and visitors, preserving the 
park-like feel of Encinitas.  (If you 

In current shopping centers at night, 
with homeless people harassing 
patrons.  Most people I know will not 
use parking garages at night.  I’m 
hoping that there continues to be 
well - lit parking “out in the open” 
for public safety. 
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Comment # 

Mobility Questions 

How do you prefer to move about 
the corridor? 

Which transportation modes need 
to be improved or expanded? Where do you feel unsafe? Why? 

absolutely MUST use green paint, 
could you consider a “forrest green”, 
or a green color that blends in with 
the landscape??  The color on 
Leucadia Blvd. is awful and ruined 
the beauty of Encinitas Ranch!!) 
 
- Please consider contemporary, low-
profile bike racks!!  They can really 
modernize and complement the 
uniqueness of Encinitas - the 
branded racks above are very 
generic in style, and there are some 
great options available! 
 
Large / Urban looking bus stations 
are completely out of context for our 
small town.  These should be made 
comfortable but remain smaller-
scaled 

3  In my car. NONE, JUST FIX roads unsafe riding a bike. it is TOO busy. 
We have side roads for that. 

4  At the community meeting the out of 
town, out of touch consultants kept 
saying there is much unused parking. 
That is false: every parking lot along 
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Comment # 

Mobility Questions 

How do you prefer to move about 
the corridor? 

Which transportation modes need 
to be improved or expanded? Where do you feel unsafe? Why? 

ECR is usually full all day. If the 
consultants just looked during the 
day instead of very early in the 
morning or at night, they'd see that. 
The consultants really do not know 
what they are looking at, but are 
trying to impose a view from an 
urban environment as seen through 
an anti-car mentality. The roadway 
and parking al;ternatives listed below 
are ALL not desirable, but are a 
predetermined ideology to remove 
the reasons we live along here, ease 
of movement and traffic and of 
parking. The consultants are trying to 
ruin the quality of life for the 
residents. 

5  I now mostly drive. I walk if it’s within 
a half mile of my home 

Bike paths, walking paths, bus stops I don’t enjoy walking along El 
Camino Real for any length as there 
is so much car exhaust and traffic. 

6  I walk and bike ECR weekly. I live 
within the corridor and have an office 
suite in the corridor. My work 
commute is 0.5miles door to door. I 
don't feel safe biking to work, 
therefore I must drive. I do 

Pedestrian and cycle paths need to 
establish that are offset from the 
roadway. Encinitas residents do not 
and will not use public 
transportation. Stop forcing 

ECR is a main artery for traffic flow, 
there are no safety provisions 
anywhere in the corridor. If there was 
a dedicated bike lane, I wouldn't feel 
safe or allow my kids to ride on ECR. 
Driveways intersect with the 
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Comment # 

Mobility Questions 

How do you prefer to move about 
the corridor? 

Which transportation modes need 
to be improved or expanded? Where do you feel unsafe? Why? 

everything that I can to avoid driving 
on ECR due to all of the traffic. 

something upon the residents that 
we do not want. 

sidewalk, vehicles do not expect 
pedestrians or cyclist. Extreme 
amount of traffic flow, drivers don't 
pay attention, thus increasing the risk 
to pedestrians and cyclist. 

7  I drive a car because I am sane.  
Bicycling through here currently is 
just a roll of the dice when you are 
going to get hit. 

Bicycling. Bus On a bicycle whenever I pass a 
stopped bus which is now occupying 
the bicycle lane I am forced out into 
a high speed traffic lane with cars 
that 1) don't expect me to be there, 
2) am in the bus driver's blind spot 
 
I also feel unsafe in the bicycle lanes 
at every intersection. With CA law 
allowing cars to occupy the bicycle 
lane and few drivers using their turn 
signals I never know when a car will 
decide to turn right and occupy the 
bicycle lane. Whether there is time 
for me to adjust I rarely feel that cars 
adjust to my presence. 
 
Also with the high speed limits, car 
drivers have very little time to adjust 
to me being on the road. Less than 
seconds.  If I am going downhill I can 
coast up to speeds of 35mph, which 
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Comment # 

Mobility Questions 

How do you prefer to move about 
the corridor? 

Which transportation modes need 
to be improved or expanded? Where do you feel unsafe? Why? 

surprises most drivers. And going 
that speed in the narrow bicycle lane 
does not feel safe, due to crud that 
gets pushed into that space by the 
tires of vehicles, yet riding in the next 
lane over feels dangerous due to the 
high speed of approaching vehicles.  
When I'm going uphill I'm only going 
12 mph, and being passed by a 
vehicle going over 40mph faster than 
I am does not feel safe. Nothing like 
a wide set of mirrors on a truck, or an 
inattentive driver and I'm a grease 
spot on the pavement. 

8  Driving. More pleasant walking routes would 
be great - more separation from 
traffic and better connectivity among 
the shopping centers. 

Biking feels really unsafe along El 
Camino Real, there are so many 
people making turns in and out of 
shopping centers and not looking for 
bikes - another good option would 
be to have good parallel routes so 
that bikers mostly don't need to be 
on the street itself. 

9  1. bus 
2. walking 

1. bus 
2. walking 

walking on el camino real's sidewalk 
next to speeding cars. getting 
sunburnt in the unprotected bus 
overhangs. having to stand where 
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Comment # 

Mobility Questions 

How do you prefer to move about 
the corridor? 

Which transportation modes need 
to be improved or expanded? Where do you feel unsafe? Why? 

3. bike 
4. car 

3. bike (completely separate bike 
lanes) 

there's no bus bench. having to walk 
to a store and buy something 
because there's no public 
bathrooms. 

10  Bicycle or walk.  But sometimes I 
drive because I just can't face the 
high traffic volume as a pedestrian. 

Bicycling or walking.  From what I 
have seen, people do not take the 
bus here.  Schedules are infrequent, 
and everyone seems to have a car.  
The buses that I do see have maybe 
1 or 2 riders on board.  It's a waste.l 

Anywhere on El Camino Real.  Too 
much traffic.  Too many parking lot 
ingresses and egresses.  Drivers do 
not look for pedestrian or bicyclists. 

11  Walk and drive or shuttle Add a shuttle 
 
Over Road pedestrian bridges 

Large intersections. With the removal 
of the cameras traffic is not paying 
attention to walk signs 

12  I like to walk and drive Crosswalks need to be more 
functional and accessible 

Mountain Vista and El Camino Real 
intersection gets high speed traffic 
with difficult access points to the 
shopping centers on the east side of 
El Camino Real. There are somewhat 
frequent accidents and ver frequent 
near misses. 

13  Use El Camino Real to drive straight 
through or as an access to current 
retail only. Move pedestrians and 
bikes to paseos linking the mixed 
use away from ECR. I would park at 

Walking On ECR from my 
neighborhood off Levante is 
dangerous. At least improve bike 
lanes and sidewalks into the corridor. 

Sidewalks adjacent to ECR, 
especially north of the retail areas. 
the cars are moving too fast and the 
sidewalks are adjacent to the road. 
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Comment # 

Mobility Questions 

How do you prefer to move about 
the corridor? 

Which transportation modes need 
to be improved or expanded? Where do you feel unsafe? Why? 

one end and walk if given a choice. 
Consider shuttles. 

And then rethink how they move 
about once there. 

14  Slowly. Whether by auto, bike, 
walking. 

Wish more people from surrounding 
residential areas would bike (whether 
ebike or manual) or walk along the 
corridor. For folks from farther away 
and accessing corridor by auto, three 
large parking areas and a shuttle 
operating on ECR. 

Anywhere along the corridor with 
traffic speeds higher than 25 mph. 
Serious and fatal injuries in collisions 
increase with higher speeds. 

15  All modes Street car to access NCTD 
Safe active transportation 

 

16  auto none 
Do NOT reduce auto lanes or 
impede or slow traffic 

unsafe because of bicycles not 
obeying traffic rules 

17  I would prefer to walk or bicycle, but 
I never do because it's terrifying. 

Walking, bicycling, micromobility, 
transit. 

Everywhere, because it's 6 lanes 
wide and 35-50mph. This corridor 
should be at most 3 lanes wide  and 
25 mph with substantial median 
refuge island to facilitate pedestrian 
crossings, protected bike lanes, and 
transit priority improvements if we 
legitimately want it to be a 
pedestrian-friendly business district. 
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Comment # 

Mobility Questions 

How do you prefer to move about 
the corridor? 

Which transportation modes need 
to be improved or expanded? Where do you feel unsafe? Why? 

18  I think most people will drive there, 
then walk around .With the type of 
big box stores we currently have, 
plus grocery, biking or walking here 
is not really an option. 

More traffic mitigation and parking. 
More ability to walk or bike around 
once you're here, but people need 
to be able to drive easily to ECR.  
Please no on the bus lanes! The bus 
in not a viable mode of transport for 
most people living and working  in 
Encinitas. 

I think most people will drive there, 
then walk around .With the type of 
big box stores we currently have, 
plus grocery, biking or walking here 
is not really an option. 

19  ECR is a commercial corridor. It is 
used by shoppers and commuters. 
Cyclists avoid ECR because it is 
DANGEROUS. No amount of fancy 
crosswalks or bike lanes will make it 
safer. It is irresponsible for the city to 
endanger families by luring them 
onto ECR with the illusion of bike 
safety. The city is making Encinitas 
the. most unfriendly biking and 
commuting community in North 
County. Encinitas will be the most 
dangerous place to be in an 
emergency because we will be the 
most traffic clogged and congested 
city in our county. 

More lanes, more busses and stops. I don't feel unsafe but I would on a 
bike. It IS NOT meant to be a bike 
friendly corridor. Too many fast 
drivers, driveways and intersections. 
By making it more bike friendly you 
will make it even less safe for 
amateur cyclists, kids and families 
who think it is a safe place to bike. 
Your plan will create gridlock and 
accidents. I have no faith the city will 
actually make improvements. BTW, 
you do know that zoning changes 
will trigger a Prop A vote, right? How 
will you sell your 'vision' to residents? 
Also, where is the money coming 
from? 

20  Walking and driving. Biking and walking, although there is 
a lot of traffic on El camino real 

It is not easy to make a left turn 
across so many lanes of traffic while 
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Comment # 

Mobility Questions 

How do you prefer to move about 
the corridor? 

Which transportation modes need 
to be improved or expanded? Where do you feel unsafe? Why? 

meaning it's important to keep the 
traffic moving while also solving for 
walkers and bikers. There is a also 
opportunity for more walking paths 
in the area or to improve on current 
paths to make them more 
welcoming (eg, trails near REI and 
Walmart that go north thru Carlsbad 
along the creek). 

on a bike. Perhaps bridges to cross 
every so often would help. When 
walking cars often don't see me and 
block the crosswalk area. It would be 
nice to have a little bit larger 
sidewalks that feel more welcoming. 

21  Drive Walking/biking I feel unsafe walking & riding a bike 
on ALL of El Camino Real due to the 
number & speed of the cars. 

22  Motor vehicle and walking Walking, Biking, Mass transit/Transit 
Improve pedestrian crossings for 
both ECR and cross streets.  Every 
intersection needs cross walks across 
every street:  
Mtn Vista/ECR has only 3 of 4 X-
walks - 4th eliminated to facilitate 
vehicular traffic flow.  ECR/Montoro 
only has 2 of 3. ECR/Town Ctr has 3 
of 4 X-walks.  All to facilitate 
smoother vehicular traffic flow. 
Bufffer sidewalk from street traffic: 
place walks at outside of Right of 
Way (RoW) easement; ie farther from 

Walking along side ECR.  Speeds are 
higher, motorists are speeding.  
Buffer sidewalks from the street by 
moving to the outside edge of the 
RoW easement (away from the 
street).  Add plants and structures to 
the buffer. 
Walking or riding: at every driveway 
crossing: motorists enter ECR from 
driveways and stop across the 
sidewalk routinely.  Motorists exit 
ECR on 13 particular driveways 
designed for ease and higher speed 
and do so at high speeds. 
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Comment # 

Mobility Questions 

How do you prefer to move about 
the corridor? 

Which transportation modes need 
to be improved or expanded? Where do you feel unsafe? Why? 

streets by a 5' buffer.  Add trees and 
greenery, shrubs to buffer. 
Design ECR and surrounding streets 
to induce lower speeds (a la Dan 
Burden ideas and presentations). 
Improve pedestrian safety by adding 
X-walk marking or structure to 
driveways, particularly those high 
speed driveways with curb returns 
and little or no curb or gutter bump 
to slow drivers 
Add pedestrian-lead/head start 
intersection signalling. 

Making U-turns on ECR southbound 
at Encinitas Bl.  Westbound Encinitas 
Bl motorists at ECR fight those U-
turning to make a northbound right 
turn when they have the red light 
while making angry gestures. 
Feel unsafe trying to enter 
Vons/Starbucks parking lot at Mtn 
Vista.  No pedestrian access/no 
walkway at the ECR/Mtn Vista 
intersection.  It's a long run to get to 
any pedestrian structure   Only the 
ADA ramp north of the entrance or 
walking across the grass provide 
access. 

23  Car. Cars. Not everywhere can be made 
safe or should be for bicyclists, 
pedestrians, and cars. Very clearly, 
this corridor should be optimized for 
cars/vehicles given the nature of the 
businesses regardless ideas about 
future residential growth. 

Nowhere. 

24  walking bicycle and pedestrian where there is traffic - there are too 
many conflict points with vehicles 
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Mobility Priority Rankings 

The online platform gave community members the chance to rank mobility elements by what they think should be the highest to lowest 
priority for the City for the El Camino Real corridor. Out of the 35 Unique Stakeholders that interacted with the project site, 12 interacted 
with the Mobility Priority Rankings, resulting in an engagement rate of 34.3%. The following mobility charts show the total number of 
responses community members have chosen for the following mobility elements as Priority #1, #2, or #3. Priority #1 indicates their top 
priority, Priority #2 is their second, and Priority 3 is the lowest priority of the three elements. 

 

Mobility Chart 1 – Pedestrian Improvements Ranked 
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Mobility Chart 2 – Bicycle Improvements Ranked 
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Mobility Chart 3 – Roadway Concepts Ranked 

 

NOTE: The traffic calming measures were in reference to physical tactics to slow down the flow of traffic to improve vehicular, pedestrian, bicycle 
safety and allow passengers. 
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Mobility Chart 4 – Parking Lot Options Ranked 
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Mobility Chart 5 – Transit Improvements Ranked 
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Table 6: Economics Comments 

Out of the 35 Unique Stakeholders that interacted with the project site, 14 provided comments on Economics, resulting in an 
engagement rate of 40%. 

Comment # 

Economics Questions 

What types of business do you 
want to see more of? A successful corridor includes.... 

How can we make the corridor 
more business-friendly? 

1  High end restaurants with outdoor 
dining, heat lamps, fire tables 
Lifestyle brands (shops similar to 
those in One Paseo - i.e. Serena & 
Lily, surf wear, fashion that is 
specific to our area) 
Start ups 

- An inviting park-like streetscape 
that plays off of our Coastal 
Corridor project in North County 
(bike and walking paths, instead of 
bike lanes in the street) and park 
like current setbacks (corner of El 
Camino Real and Leucadia Blvd) - 
lots of trees, greenery among the 
shopping - unique, as Encinitas is 
known to be! 
- A welcoming environment for start 
up culture - cafes and restaurants 
with lounge areas, outdoor seating, 
areas for meetings 
- Higher end, contemporary stores 
and restaurants, to support start up 
culture 

Create a unique environment that is 
beautiful and desireable to invest in.  
Create spaces that rival the best of 
North County…clean, upscale, 
forward-thinking - but maintain the 
small-town feel and culture that 
Encinitas is known for. 

2  mom and pop stores a wide variety of choices. That is up to the landlords. They are 
responsible for that. NOT MY TAX 
dollars 

3  Restaurants, health and fitness Safe walking and biking access 
along ECR. Currently ECR is a 

Lower taxes. 
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Comment # 

Economics Questions 

What types of business do you 
want to see more of? A successful corridor includes.... 

How can we make the corridor 
more business-friendly? 

connecting roadway and shortcut 
between Vista/San Marcos to 
Interstate 5. The worst thing that 
happened to Encinitas was the 
widening of Rancho Santa Fe road. 
The majority of traffic on ECR is 
from East County commuters. ECR 
has six lanes of traffic and drivers 
regularly exceed the speed limit 
which ranges from 35 - 45 mph. 
Walking/biking from one business 
complex to the next is a pain the 
ass, because they are not 
connected, you have walk across 
driveways, where drivers do not 
expect or anticipate pedestrians. 

4  Mom and Pop shops. A first step 
into the community for immigrant 
families. Less chains. 

Housing, grocery, schools, parks, 
retail, a YMCA 

Reduce taxes for those low income 
businesses. Ie, Rico's Taco shop is 
great, but they don't generate the 
cash flow that a Home Depot does.  
We need both, but the low cash 
flow businesses get forced out. 

5  repair shops: cobblers, tailors, e-
repair.  
educational facilities: language 
schools, arts schools, music schools. 

accessible by active transit, pretty 
buildings, mixed zoning. 

i would go to the corridor (or even 
live on the corridor if it was 
beautiful) if it had rooftop gardens, 
mixed zoning, rent-to-own 
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Comment # 

Economics Questions 

What types of business do you 
want to see more of? A successful corridor includes.... 

How can we make the corridor 
more business-friendly? 

craft artisans and schools: 
leatherworker, pottery, zero waste 
pattern and clothing store. 
bulk barn. 

apartments, electric chargers, 
underground parking, and more 
than two  businesses i wanted to 
patronize. 

6   Making it more pleasant to walk and 
bicycle.  That means less traffic, not 
more.  Separation between 
pedestrians and traffic.  Making it 
pleasant to be outside, whether it is 
dining or walking.  More trees and 
quiet spaces so that you are not 
always in danger of getting hit by a 
car. 

Make it easier to get from one 
shopping center to another.  It's 
very congested. 

7  Local entrepeneurs More community based stores Stores where the Owners can live 
above them 

8  Local restaurants and coffee shops 
Co working spaces 
Integrated office space 
Clinics and medical offerings 
integrated into mixed use retail 
Gyms and other activity base 
businesses integrated into mixed 
use retail 

WALKABILITY. Ways for 
pedestrians, bikes and e bikes to 
move safely away from the cars. A 
variety of uses in flexible space sizes 
in order to stay vibrant over many 
years 

Create an energy of uses 
consolidating them together. Use 
new mixed use residential buildings 
to provide parking garages that 
consolidate parking and show the 
businesses that there is a way for 
people to visit their shop without 
the sea of surface parking. Good 
design will overcome parking 
spaces just outside the door. Many 
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Comment # 

Economics Questions 

What types of business do you 
want to see more of? A successful corridor includes.... 

How can we make the corridor 
more business-friendly? 

successful examples in other areas 
to draw on. 

9  Active recreation and residential, 
varying density 

Look far out and lay the ground 
work for: street car, enhanced 
connectivity, and re-incorporation 
of Encinitas Creek 

Provide a aerial flight path for drone 
operations 

10  We have enough and variety, and 
do not want them driven away by 
increased rentals to justify imposed 
remodels 

ease of auto traffic, access, and 
parking, with wide variety of retail 

Fire the consultants, and the City 
Council who don't live here either 

11  Locally owned businesses. Also, 
restaurants 

A healthy mix of business types. A 
mix of residential, retail, and light 
industrial (e.g., coworking spaces). 

Make it easier to walk around. It's 
absurdly difficult to get between 
businesses on opposite sides of 
ECR without driving. Actually, it's 
pretty painful driving, too. 

12  Mixed use. Office space. 
Restaurants, more services, more 
small and eclectic businesses. 
Business that can serve our growing 
active senior population. Not 
everyone in Encinitas is 25! 

Ability to get there first and 
foremost, so easy to drive and park. 
Once you park, ability to walk, hang 
out, good common space. 

Make Encinitas more business 
friendly!!!! Easier permitting, fewer 
fees, etc. Encinitas is really hard to 
do business in. That's why Carlsbad 
and Oceanside seem to get the 
more innovative businesses on their 
corridor. 

13  Higher quality clothes stores (not 
super expensive, but better quality 

good restaurants (look at the one's 
that have not closed & see if there 

More visibility for new stores. 
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Comment # 

Economics Questions 

What types of business do you 
want to see more of? A successful corridor includes.... 

How can we make the corridor 
more business-friendly? 

than Kohl's & Target). GAP is a 
good start, but it doesn't seem very 
popular. 

are any commonalities, like the food 
& service at Corner Bakery wasn't 
great) & nice niche stores, although 
this area of Encinitas also seems to 
like sub-par food (like Chick Fil-A) & 
cheap stores (like Kohl's & the 99 
cent store), so you have your work 
cut-out for you. 

14  High end restaurants with outdoor 
dining, heat lamps, fire tables 
Lifestyle brands (shops similar to 
those in One Paseo - i.e. Serena & 
Lily, surf wear, fashion that is 
specific to our area) 
Start ups 

- An inviting park-like streetscape 
that plays off of our Coastal 
Corridor project in North County 
(bike and walking paths, instead of 
bike lanes in the street) and park 
like current setbacks (corner of El 
Camino Real and Leucadia Blvd) - 
lots of trees, greenery among the 
shopping - unique, as Encinitas is 
known to be! 
- A welcoming environment for start 
up culture - cafes and restaurants 
with lounge areas, outdoor seating, 
areas for meetings 
- Higher end, contemporary stores 
and restaurants, to support start up 
culture 

Create a unique environment that is 
beautiful and desireable to invest in.  
Create spaces that rival the best of 
North County…clean, upscale, 
forward-thinking - but maintain the 
small-town feel and culture that 
Encinitas is known for. 
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